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A reader asks:  A couple of days ago I read [the post here] The Beginning of Change 

28/4/2023, which I think relates to the ascension event. I asked you many years ago about this 

event, but at that time, The Committee didn't care much to answer it. 

 

It is a dimensional shift in awareness and consciousness that is awakening our DNA - making it 

possible to ascend to another plane of existence. It is very FRINGE, but nevertheless, I believe it 

to be true. I don't care much about timing, more about the upcoming event and the precursor 

event - FULL UFO disclosure. 

 

Can The Committee elaborate more about this EVENT and the upcoming UFO landings? 

 

Responds The Committee: 

“It is possible you perceive and believe the idea of ascension is fringe, however we assure you it 

is not. Humans call this going to Heaven; nearly all religions espouse the belief, teaching it to the 

children of members, from young age. 

The difference with the current idea making rounds throughout mankind, is the notion humans 

can reach, achieve and realize Heaven and a Heavenly State without the death of the human 

body. 

This is most possible; Heaven is not a place into which one would arrive to locate, encounter & 

find wonderful things laid out for the new arrival to examine, understand then select. Such a 

shopping approach, so common and popular with humans, is not for humans what Heaven has, 

offers or provides. 

Often we have discussed and described your Home of Heaven, it surrounds you. You arrive upon 

the death of your physical body. Die now, to do this now; is this significant step seen as a 

worthwhile exchange or trade? 

The reader’s question refers to “…the ascension event” assuming by the way it was written, that 

such event is scheduled. We tell you, none is; no such identifiable event shall occur. Ascension is 

a process, not an occurrence absent the death of the human body or sleep. 

Each of you ascends each time you enter the subsequent stages of sleep, the process well 

studied by humans. Human cerebral electrical activity only monitors physical effects; the 

location of your mind’s focus, the essence of a dream, is not detected by an examination 

process. As we have explained many a time, humans do not remember most of the visits, travels 

and encounters made as and whilst the body sleeps, but some of these are chosen to be 

remembered, in certain circumstances and situations where it is beneficial. Most of what 

humans consider a dream is that, however portions remembered certainly not dreams, are 

remembered as one. All of these things are ascension. 

Look not outside yourself for an occurrence, incident, event or something to happen which 

reaches, affects and might likely benefit you. This is an erroneous view of what ascension 

means; your decision to rise is inside, with and for you, alone; if you so choose.  



The notion an awakening, a manifestation of characteristic, a metastization [The Committee 

gave me that word ] or unlocking of something contained in human deoxyribonucleic acid 

which activates something, is also inaccurately attributed to the body. 

Your mind is not your brain, which is constructed according to the design, blueprint, materials 

and methods provided for in human deoxyribonucleic acid. Your mind uses the brain to operate 

the body. To listen to, speak, see and write words requires the brain to signal body parts 

required. This cannot happen without the mind using the brain much the way a traveler uses a 

horse. DNA is your body only, not your mind. DNA programs your body and contains traits 

unseen which activate in certain circumstances. None of these structures or processes are your 

mind. 

Ascension is not dependent upon a trigger which shall be pulled by a force or stimulating effect 

coming from outside a human body. 

Humans do not ascend to another plane of existence; humans already exist in, on, by and with 

all planes of existence in which it possible for humans to exist. Your body is designed for the 

environment occupied, in which humans thrive, which matches the plane of existence perfectly. 

Your mind and soul can easily visit other planes, realms and degrees of existence, we call these 

dimensions. Your mind does this daily, but you choose not to remember. Your body neither does 

nor can visit the places your mind often goes.   

The presence of alien extraterrestrials is not connected to human ascension. Who and how 

many among you decide to ascend is not encouraged, helped, allowed or restricted by alien 

extraterrestrial visitors to Earth.  Doing so would be prohibited interference, which is mostly 

moot for most visitors, few of whom can mix mental energy with humans until the humans 

acknowledge, accept and pursue presence of the visitors.  

No programmed sequence of events is scheduled. Individual or group ascension, accomplished 

as we have discussed, is not a required precursor or subsequent event to observations and 

sightings of visitors to Earth.  

Unidentified flying objects have been landing on Earth since before humans existed; such 

landings were done also, in order to create humans. The setting and sitting down upon the 

surface of Earth, water or land, of vessels controlled and piloted by visitors from other stars, is a 

regular occurrence on Earth. 

Cameras which might record the encounter are rarely within range, however this does not 

matter; so few among you believe the video, visitors to Earth do not concern themselves.  

The bigger concern is violation of the prime directive. Visitors to Earth will not interfere; 

humans must request certain presence and the ways in which visitors should appear, for the 

event not to become interference. Humans are far from this decision. Humans are not coming 

closer to such decisions at more than a snail’s pace. Do not be enthused, excited, inspired or 

even eager to have widely reported, widely known appearances, even if few, of visitors to Earth. 

You and your fellow humans are not close to requesting this occur.   

The intense interest humans display, the deep hunger and thirst for visitors as providers of 

entertainment and thrills, remains strong and distracting enough such that humans do not want  



visitors to appear. Many will read what we offered with that last sentence, to say it is a 

contradiction; it is not. When humans want visitors to appear and interact, humans will have 

reached the understanding that visitors are not here to change, help, hurt, cajole, console, 

harm, damage, enrich or entice humans. Humans will have, in the majority, reached an 

understanding among the majority, that visitors are merely here to welcome mankind into 

active, no longer passive, membership in the community of civilizations of which Earth is a 

permanent part.  

The human desire to ascend, as the word is understood, is not a latent physical metamorphosis 

of human DNA, waiting for a trigger pull to activate. Human ascension is not a permanent rise 

into a plane of existence currently unseen, unavailable and largely unknown. 

Your body will continue to function as it has and pass through changes and stages as your life 

plan was designed by you to experience. Your mind    ̶not your brain ̶   can achieve far more than 

most humans understand. For recent advances which have composed the amazing increase in 

the rate of technological change in human societies, the principal regression occurring at the 

same time has been the strengthening then hardening almost to solidification of the database 

mentality regarding novelty.  

Humans assemble a database of knowledge, using it to confirm accuracy and correctness. Two 

plus two equals four, two plus three five and so forth. If along come two plus two makes ten, the 

human database will be nearly instantly consulted; the response says the calculation is wrong. 

The absence of knowledge, where no database exists to verify accuracy of new information, is 

reflexively interpreted and simultaneously misinterpreted, to mean the same thing as being 

wrong. 

Humans have almost no database of information regarding extraterrestrial visitors; the best 

repositories are hidden, concealed and kept locked up tightly, completely unavailable. Because 

humans have allowed and even encouraged this practice as part of human social organization, 

new information is rejected as being the same as wrong. 

The ascension about which the reader here inquires, will in many ways come about as humans 

become aware of then accept what we explain.  

Extraterrestrial visitors will reveal and explain where, who, for how long and with what 

frequency, they have been on & near Earth but only when humans ask for this in sufficient 

number. 

This more aware and more enlightened perspective will both result from and lead to conscious 

ascension decisions. 

Be and fare well, one and all.”    


